The coordinate transformation method is applied to bounded domains to design metamaterial devices for steering spatially confined electromagnetic fields. Both waveguide and free-space beam applications are considered as these are analogous within the present approach. In particular, we describe devices that bend the propagation direction and squeeze confined electromagnetic fields.
INTRODUCTION
The coordinate transformation method (CTM) [1] employs the invariance of Maxwell equations under coordinate transformations [2] to establish an equivalence between metric transformations and changes of material parameters [3] , [4] . The materials with parameters chosen to mimic a desired coordinate system are called the transformation media [1] , [5] .
CTM has been exploited for various computational problems such as: design of perfectly matched layers (PMLs) for simulations of open boundaries in finite-difference time-domain and finite element methods [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , simplifying the geometry of complex computational domains [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , representing waveguide bends and twists by equivalent straight segments [14] , [15] , and formulating novel perturbation schemes for anisotropic materials [16] . In [1] , Pendry et al. suggested implementing transformation media as metamaterials and inspired the widespread use of CTM as an optical design tool.
Several distinct strategies for the CTM-based design of metamaterial structures have been proposed. A continuous transformation of the whole space gives devices that are inherently invisible (like invisibility cloaks [1] , electromagnetic field concentrators [17] , rotators [18] and perfect lenses [19] , [3] ). Various authors have previously applied CTM for design and modeling waveguides [14] , [15] , [20] , [21] , [22] . More recently, the embedded coordinate transformation method has been described [23] , where transformation media are embedded into surrounding space yielding devices that transfer the transformed fields from the devices to their exterior.
In this paper, we apply CTM to domains bounded by transformation-invariant boundary conditions (BCs). Such an approach is inspired by the fact that in practice electromagnetic fields are always confined in space, like in waveguides and electromagnetic cavities or like electromagnetic beams. A reflectionless CTM-based device can have a twofold function: it can rearrange at will the field distribution within itself and it can yield an orthogonally transformed (rotated) outgoing wave. The beam squeezer is considered as a typical example of the former and the waveguide bend as the typical example of the latter.
The CTM-based design offers the possibility of realizing a device with a given function (e.g. cloaking) in countless ways but it is a rule of thumb that the resulting prescription for material parameters is very hard to implement. For optical applications, probably the biggest problem is to obtain a material with a controlled permeability. Non-magnetic CTM devices can be designed, but only for TM waves. Therefore, as our main goal for the considered structures (bend and squeezer) we choose achieving a non-magnetic realization. In Section III we show that using a reduced set of material parameters instead of the originally magnetic transformation media may be promising, provided the impedance-matching condition is reasonably satisfied. In Section IV we propose a different approach by considering transformations that yield non-magnetic transformation media. By giving examples of a non-magnetic waveguide bend and beam squeezer, we anticipate that in principle a structure with arbitrary shape can be designed as non-magnetic, provided that its optical length is unrestrained.
The numerical simulations in the paper have been done using the COMSOL Multiphysics FEM solver. The above coordinate transformation can be physically implemented by interpreting x i as Cartesian coordinates and choosing the permittivity and permeability of the physical media within D (the transformation media) to coincide with ε ij and µ ij [4] . 
THE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION METHOD AND CONFINED DO-

MAINS
Figure 1 depicts a domain in (a) Cartesian coordinates
Equation ( The method of transferring modified fields away from transformation media described above is an alternative to the one based on embedded coordinate transformations by Rahm et al. [23] , [24] . The benefit here is that the absence of reflection comes as a simple consequence of transformation continuity. Another application of the concept of bounded domains is in the design of structures with a desired external shape without affecting the way fields perceive the internal geometry. A typical example is in waveguide miniaturization [20] or squeezing an electromagnetic beam, which we describe in detail below.
The performance of any CTM-based device is, in principle, limited only by physical properties of the metamaterials implementing the transformation media. In the general case, parameters required for transformation media are such that causality implies the occurrence of both dispersion and absorption over any finite frequency band. These limitations have been reported for cloaking devices in [1] . Moreover, the fabrication is complicated since the metamaterial will need to be both anisotropic and with spatially varying properties in general case, as can be seen from (2) . Still, perhaps the biggest obstacle in optical applications is the difficulty in engineering the magnetic response. For these reasons, in CTM applications it is crucial to consider how can the material requirements be released or simplified even if it is sometimes achieved at the expense of departing from ideally required values.
In the following two sections we consider two characteristic devices, the waveguide bend and beam squeezer, and discuss their implementation with respect to the above mentioned problems. Our main aim is to remove magnetism completely and that can be done for the TM polarized waves. In section III this is achieved by substituting the original (magnetic) transformation media parameters with a reduced non-magnetic set having the same dispersion relation. In section IV we describe transformations that yield a non-magnetic transformation media.
DEVICE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION WITH A REDUCED SET OF MA-TERIAL PARAMETERS Waveguide bend
The waveguide/beam bend shown in Fig. 3 has previously been treated in [22] , [21] , [24] , [25] , [26] . The underlying transformation is
In this and all the following examples, we assume z = z ′ and free-space background
we will label the relative permittivity and permeability of the transformation media. 
The rectangle
optical length of the bend while R 1 = |OA| and R 2 = |OD| are its inner and outer radius.
If the bend angle is α, then κL = α. The relative permittivity is diagonal in cylindrical coordinates (r, φ, z) and reads
From now on we are concerned only with TM waves (z being the magnetic axis) for which only ε rr , ε φφ and µ zz = ε zz are relevant. Following the procedure used in [27] and [28] for the cloak, a reduced parameter set for the bend from Fig. 3 (b) is found as [25] , [26] 
In both the ideal (6) and reduced set of parameters (7), the free parameter κ appears.
Since parameters (6) are impedance-matched to vacuum irrespective of the value of κ, it affects only the phase shift in passing through the bend. However, reduced parameters (7) are impedance-matched to vacuum only for κr = 1, so the value of κ determines the amount of reflection at the entrance AD and exit BC of the bend. The value of κ that minimizes reflection depends on the incoming wave but for a general case, it is reasonable to set
matching the impedance along the central line of the bend. Now we see that in case of reduced parameters, the bend geometry (R 1 and R 2 ) will play the deciding role in its performance through impedance mismatch away from r = R C . A possible implementation of the non-magnetic bend with reduced set of parameters is as a structure comprised of many concentric annular layers with homogeneous and isotropic permittivities. The continuous variation of ε rr given by (7) is first approximated by N annular layers with constant ε rr = (κr i ) −2 and thickness d, r i being the inner radius of the layer and i = 1, 2, ..., N. To obtain the anisotropic permittivity, each of the N layers is further divided into n layers with homogeneous permittivities ε k and thickness δ k d, while n k=1 δ k = 1 (δ k are the relative thicknesses), as in [29] . n is usually taken to be 2, but we consider the case of n = 3, as well.
If the wavelength is large compared to d, each of N layers can be considered to be an anisotropic medium with effective dielectric permittivity [30] , [29] 
First we consider the case n = 2 and take that δ 1 = δ 2 = 0.5. From (7) we find ε 1 and ε 2 as
If 1 − (κr i ) −2 is to be positive within the bend (this corresponds to passive/lossless dielectrics), the condition (8) cannot be met. We have found that this is the main obstacle in realizing better bends with dielectric layers. and the transmitted power is reduced. As we previously discussed, this is due to the choice of κ.
To improve on the implementation with n = 2, we consider the case of n = 3 anticipating that it will allow us to achieve spatially varying effective parameters (7) by varying δ k while keeping ε k fixed. The realization with fixed permittivities is clearly more favorable from a practical standpoint since it is easier to control the thickness of layers than their permittivity.
Taking ε k as fixed parameters, from (9) and k δ k = 1, we find δ k as
The solution for δ k for a given value of κr has to satisfy
because δ k represent the relative thicknesses so they must be positive. Equation (12) determines which values of κ can be obtained. An additional problem arises from the fact that ε k should also be positive. We have found that in case of negative ε k the effective medium description (9) is ruined for propagation parallel to the layers both due to the extinction of waves in layers with negative permittivity and due to the excitation of surface states on their interfaces.
It is straightforward to show that (11), (12) and ε k > 0 can be simultaneously met only if κr ≥ 1. With (10) we have seen that (8) cannot be met in the case of n = 2, so now we see that it is not possible for n = 3 either. The same conclusion applies for any n.
Simulation results for the bend with N = 20 and 60 layers are shown in Fig. 5 (b1) and (b2). The value of κ is chosen to be 1/0.08m. Layer permittivities used in simulation are ε 1 = 0.8, ε 2 = 0.05 and ε 3 = 8. The reflection is still higher than in Fig. 4 (b1) and (b2), but lower than in the case of the n = 2 bend. The improvement over the n = 2 is probably due to using more layers. The main advantage of the n = 3 bend is, as noted before, in it being implemented using only three different homogeneous and isotropic materials.
We have, so far, shown that this bend (the one discussed in literature so far) can, for TM polarization, be implemented using non-magnetic materials so that modal mixing is negligible, but with evident reflection depending on details of the TM wave. In Section IV we will further improve on this by considering a non-magnetic transformation media (for a different bend) that will remove reflection completely.
Beam squeezer
Here we use ideas from Section II to design a device for manipulating free-space electromagnetic beams. Figure 6 shows the underlying transformation for a beam squeezing structure. The beam is compressed within the left trapezoidal subdomain, then it passes through the long channel, and finally, it is expanded to the initial width within the right trapezoidal subdomain. Vacuum is assumed as the exterior of the device. Similar devices have independently been considered in [20] and [31] except that stretching of the channel has not been investigated there.
While the bend is a typical example of a CTM-based structure used for obtaining a rotated outgoing wave, here the main aim is to make a structure that complies with external requirements (width and length) leaving the outgoing wave unaffected. According to between them (the channel) which has been narrowed down to w and stretched out from
The side rectangles are transformed using
The introduced parameters are defined with a L = (w−w 0 )w
the symmetry axis of trapezoidal subdomains (in this case Y 0 = 0) while x P represents the x coordinate of the point denoted by P . The material parameters for the left and the right trapezoids are found as
The transformation of the rectangle B ′ C ′ G ′ F ′ to the rectangle BCGF is a simple rescaling
where ξ = ll 
The effect of geometrical transformations on electromagnetic fields can be discussed on the example of the channel in Fig. 7 . Using (15) and (3) the field intensities in the channel are found to be
with H z unaltered since the z-axis is left invariant. This shows that the compression (stretching) along the y-direction (x-direction) is accompanied by increased (decreased) field component intensity along that direction. The squeezing structure focuses the fields concentrating all the power flow to an arbitrarily small (not limited by diffraction) cross section. It could be used for various sensor applications where a strong signal improves the sensitivity or for imaging purposes. In this way, the zero field BC is satisfied. Having passed through the narrow channel, the beam leaves the squeezer translated (due to stretching of the channel) along the x-axis retaining its initial propagation direction and the field distribution. Since the structure is theoretically perfect the slight reflection is only an artefact of numerical simulation and can be decreased with higher mesh density. However, it also indicates an increasing sensitivity to material parameter deviations (here occurring due to numerical discretization) with higher compression (small γ) or stretching (bigger ξ).
The reduced set of material parameters for the squeezer is obtained by setting µ zz red = 1 while changing the relevant components of permittivity so that the dispersion relation remains unaffected [27] :
From our experience with the bend, we expect that reflection may be significantly decreased by impedance-matching to vacuum along the central line of the device (y = Y 0 ). As in the case of the bend, we find the impedance-matching condition to be that the optical length equals the physical length, i.e. ξ = 1. Simulation results for the squeezer with reduced material parameters and ξ = 1 are given in Fig. 7 (b1) and (b2). As can be seen, the device retains its function but with a visible distortion of the transmitted beam. Also, appreciable reflection appears from the entrance and exit of the device, as indicated by standing wave patterns in front and within the device in Fig. 7 (b2) . To highlight the overall field distribution, color maps have been saturated (regions with pronounced standing wave peaks have been cut off). In simulated cases with ξ = 1 (not shown) we have found strong reflection and obscured field pattern. Thus the proposed squeezer can be realized with reduced parameters, but it is crucial to have its impedance along the central line matched to the exterior.
DEVICES BASED ON NON-MAGNETIC TRANSFORMATION MEDIA
In the previous section we have attempted to substitute the ideal (magnetic) transformation media parameters with a non-magnetic reduced set having the same dispersion ω(k).
That approach yielded good results but there was always the problem of reflection due to impedance mismatch.
As in the previous section a free-space background is assumed, ε
As long as the transformation leaves the z-direction invariant, z = z ′ , one of the optical axes of the transformation media is parallel to it and we have
which is the only relevant permeability component for TM waves. Thus if
a non-magnetic transformation media for TM waves is obtained. If we agree to evaluate the volume in x i coordinates as if they were Cartesian (see note after (3) We now show that the waveguide bend and beam squeezer can be designed with a transformation that satisfies (20) and thus conceptually solve the problem of bending and squeezing TM beams using non-magnetic structures.
Non-magnetic waveguide bend
The TM beam shifter described in [23] is non-magnetic and (20) is satisfied. The shifter does not change a field propagation direction, it only translates the field. A change of a field propagation direction can be achieved by a shift of the polar angle in cylindrical coordinates. This is shown in Fig. 8 where the annular ring segment D ′ 2 in Fig. 8 (a) is transformed to the subdomain D 2 of the bent waveguide in Fig. 8 (b) . The transformation reads
where θ 0 is the bend angle, f (r ′ ) an arbitrary continuous function of r ′ , R 1 and R 2 are the inner and outer radius of D (α, β = r, φ, z) is given by
The transformation (21) is the same as the one used in [18] for the field rotator. The bend is obtained by cutting out a segment from the field rotator. This device can be implemented using curved isotropic and homogeneous dielectric layers when f (r ′ ) = ln(r ′ ) [32] . It is shown in Fig. 8 (c) where alternating dielectric layers with permittivities ε 1 = 0.037 and ε 2 = 27.33 are assumed. Figure 9 (a) shows the simulation results for the non-magnetic waveguide bend with PEC boundaries. The 1.66GHz TM 2 wave is excited on the left edge. The structure is theoretically ideal so the weak reflection is a numerical error that can be decreased by increasing the mesh density or by increasing the ratio R 2 /R 1 so that the bending is less abrupt. Figure 9 (b) shows the simulation for a bend realized using 13 dielectric layers. There is a slightly higher reflection than in Fig. 9 (a) . The bend in Fig. 9 (c) is realized with 26 layers giving practically the same results as the ideal structure from Fig. 9 (a) .
These results demonstrate that a reflectionless and non-magnetic waveguide bend for TM waves can be fabricated using only isotropic and homogeneous dielectric layers. Compared to the bend with reduced parameters analyzed in Section III, the non-magnetic bend clearly shows a superior performance that comes at the expense of a more complicated geometry.
Non-magnetic beam squeezer having the same area, illustrate the point that Λ = 1. For rectangles
The relative permittivity tensor of transformation media within ABEF and CDHG reads 
with f α = |a α | exp (a α (x − c α )).
The transformation of the rectangle B ′ C ′ G ′ F ′ to the rectangle BCGF is determined by the condition that the compression γ is reciprocal to the stretching ξ = |BC|/|B ′ C ′ |:
so the parameters of media in the rectangle BCGF are
The simulation of a TM Gaussian beam passing through the squeezer in Figure 10 (c1) and (c2) confirms the perfect performance of the proposed device.
This completes the demonstration of non-magnetic realization of the two principal examples in manipulating confined TM fields. The approach we have taken in this section is clearly better than the one with reduced material parameters that is widely used for the design of non-magnetic CTM-based devices. It might not be apparent immediately, but the condition Λ = 1 is quite lax and is equivalent to fixing the phase of the transformed field, which we had to do even in the case of reduced material parameters to minimize reflection (recall fixing κ for the bend and ξ for the squeezer).
In summary, the application of CTM to spatially confined electromagnetic fields was considered. It was used to give various solutions for the waveguide bend and beam squeezer.
Both approximate and exact non-magnetic realizations were found. In the case of structures with a reduced set of material parameters, the influence of impedance mismatch and its dependence on free parameters were investigated. Transformations with unit Jacobian determinant were recognized as promising for the design of non-magnetic devices and used to find novel non-magnetic solutions for the bend and squeezer. Several implementations using isotropic and homogeneous layered systems were considered. On the example of the bend with reduced parameters, it was shown that the inhomogeneity of effective permittivity tensor can be successfully controlled by varying only the layer thicknesses. The implementation of the non-magnetic bend with such layers was shown to be practically perfect. Its application is in optical waveguides that allow TM polarized waves. The non-magnetic squeezer is interesting for focusing and imaging applications since it is not limited by diffraction.
